In a future Smart Grid context, increasing challenges in managing the stochastic local energy supply and demand are expected. This increased the need of more accurate energy prediction methods in order to support further complex decision-making processes. Although many methods aiming to predict the energy consumption exist, all these require labelled data, such as historical or simulated data. Still, such datasets are not always available under the emerging Smart Grid transition and complex people behaviour. Our approach goes beyond the state-of-the-art energy prediction methods in that it does not require labelled data. Firstly, two reinforcement learning algorithms are investigated in order to model the building energy consumption. Secondly, as a main theoretical contribution, a Deep Belief Network (DBN) is incorporated into each of these algorithms, making them suitable for continuous states. Thirdly, the proposed methods yield a cross-building transfer that can target new behaviour of existing buildings (due to changes in their structure or installations), as well as completely new types of buildings. The methods are developed in the MATLAB ® environment and tested on a real database recorded over seven years, with hourly resolution. Experimental results demonstrate that the energy prediction accuracy in terms of RMSE has been significantly improved in 91.42% of the cases after using a DBN for automatically extracting high-level features from the unlabelled data, compared to the equivalent methods without the DBN pre-processing. (E. Mocanu). 1 Deceased March 14, 2015. single-tariff grid to time-of-use (TOU) and real-time pricing. The effects will be felt by all players in the grid from transmission (TSO) and distribution system operator (DSO) to the end-user, including resource assessment and analysis of energy efficiency improvements, flexible demand response (DR) and other continuous projection on planning studies. The joint consideration of decisions regarding new renewable generation, TSO development, and demand-side management (DMS) programs in an integrated fashion requires demand forecasts. Consequently, these will require changes in the way how the data are collected and analyzed [4] .
Introduction
Prediction of energy consumption as a function of time plays an essential role in the current transition to future energy systems. Within the new context of so-called Smart Grids, the energy consumption of buildings can be regarded as a nonlinear time series, depending on many complex factors. The variability introduced by the growing penetration of wind and solar generation sources only strengthens the role of accurate prediction methods [1] . Prediction forms an integral part in the efficient planning and operation of the whole Smart Grid.
On the one hand, advanced energy prediction methods should be easily expandable to various levels of data aggregation at all time scales [2] . On the other hand, they have to automatically adapt with decision strategies based on dynamic behavior of active consumers (e.g. new and smart(er) buildings) [3] . Applications of these new methods should facilitate the transition from the traditional Nomenclaturę learning rate, ∀˛ ∈ [0, 1] discount factor, ∀ ∈ (0, 1) normalization function comprehensive discussion on the application of energy demand management to [9, 14, 17, 18] .
Although they remain at the forefront of academic and applied research, all these methods require labeled data able to faithfully reproduce the energy consumption of buildings. In the remaining of this paper we refer to the labeled data as to the historical (known) data of the analyzed building. Usually the lack of historical data can be replaced by simulated data. Still, both, historical or simulated data, are employed in these forecasting methods in a non-adaptable way without considering the future events or changes which can occur in the Smart Grid.
A stronger motivation for this paper, is given by the not too well exploited fact that sometimes there are not historically data consumption available for a particular building. From the machine learning perspective this is a typical unsupervised learning problem. One of the most used methods of unsupervised learning, reinforcement learning (RL), was introduced in power system area to solve stochastic optimal control problems [19] . RL methods are used in a wide range of applications, such as system control [20] , playing games or more recent in transfer learning [19, 21] . The advantage of the combination of reinforcement learning and transfer learning approaches is straightforward. Hence, we want to transfer knowledge from a global to a local perspective, to encode the uncertainty of the building energy demand.
Owing to the curse of dimensionality, these methods fail in high dimensions. More recently, there has been a revival of interest in combining Deep Learning with reinforcement learning. Therein, Restricted Boltzmann Machines were proven to provide a value function estimation [22] or a policy estimation [23] . More than that, Minh et al. [24] combined successfully deep neural networks and Q-learning to create a deep Q-network which successfully learned control policies in a range of different environments.
In this paper, we comprehensively explore and extended two reinforcement learning (RL) methods to predict the energy consumption at the building level using unlabelled historical data, namely State-Action-Reward-State-Action (SARSA) [25] and Qlearning [26] . Due to the fact that in the original form both methods can not handle well continuous states space, this paper contributes theoretically to extend them by incorporating a Deep Belief Network [27] for continuous states estimation and automatically features extraction in a unified framework. Our proposed RL methods are appropriate when we do not have historical or simulated data, but we want to estimate the impact of changes in Smart Grid, such as the appearance of a building or several buildings in a certain area, or more commonly a change in energy consumption due to building rennovation. In this paper, we have shown the applicability and efficiency of our proposed method in three different situations:
1. In the case of a new type of building being connected with the Smart Grid, thus transferring knowledge from a commercial building to a residential building. Specifically, in Section 6.2.1, four different types of residential buildings were analyzed. 2. In the case of a rennovated building, thus transferring knowledge from a non-electric heat building to a building with electric heating. 3. Additionally, we propose experiments to highlight the importance of external factors for the estimation of building energy consumption, such as price information. In Section 6.2.2, transfer learning is applied, from a building under a static tariff to a building with a time-of-use tariff.
According to our knowledge, this is the first time when the energy prediction is performed without using any information about that building, such as historical data, energy price, physical parameters of the building, meteorological condition or information about the user behavior.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain the rationality underlying our approach. Section 3 presents the mathematical modeling of the reinforcement learning approaches. Section 4 describes the novelty method to estimate continuous states in reinforcement learning using Deep Belief Networks. The experiments setup and results are illustrated in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. The paper concludes with a discussion and future work.
Problem formulation
In this paper, we propose a method to solve the unsupervised energy prediction problem with cross-building transfer by using machine learning time series prediction techniques. In the most general statement, the proposed Reinforcement and transfer learning setup is depicted in Fig. 1 . Given the unevenly distributed building energy values during time, firstly, a special attention is given to the question: How to estimate a continuous state space? The idea is to find a lower-dimensional representation of the energy consumption data that preserves the pairwise distances as well as possible.
More formally, the energy prediction using unlabeled data problem presented in this paper is divided into three different subproblems, namely:
1. Continuous state estimation problem: Given a dataset, D : IR → S, find a confined space state representation S 1 . 2. Reinforcement learning problem: Given a building model M 1 = S 1 , A 1 , T · ( · , · ), R 1 , find a optimal policy, * 1 . 3. Transfer learning problem: Given a model,
The proposed solution is presented in Section 4, where a new method to estimate continuous states in reinforcement learning using Deep Belief Network is detailed. Further this state estimation method is integrated in SARSA and Q-learning algorithms in order to improve the prediction accuracy.
Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning [28] is a field of machine learning inspired by psychology, which studies how artificial agents can perform actions in an environment to achieve a specific goal. Practically, the agent has to control a dynamic system by choosing actions in a sequential fashion. The dynamic system, known also as the environment, is characterized by states, its dynamics, and a function that describes the state's evolution given the actions chosen by the agent. After it executes an action, the agent moves to a new state, where it receives a reward (scalar value) which informs it how far it is from the goal (the final state). To achieve the goal, the agent has to learn a strategy to select actions, dubbed policy in the literature, in such a way that the expected sum of the rewards is maximized over time. Besides that, a state of the system captures all the information required to predict the evolution of the system in the next state, given an agent action. Also, it is assumed that the agent could perceive the state of the environment without error, and it could make its current decision based on this information. There are two different categories of RL algorithms, (i) Online RL wich are interaction based algorithms, such as Q-learning [26] , SARSA [25] or Policy Gradient, and (ii) Offline RL, like Least-Square Policy Iteration or fitted Q-iteration. For a more comprehensive discussion of RL algorithms we refer to [29] . In the remaining of this paper will refer just to online RL.
A RL problem can be formalized using Markov decision process (MDPs). MDPs are defined by a 4-tuple S, A, T · ( · , · ), R · ( · , · ) , where S is a set of states, ∀s ∈ S, A is a set of actions, ∀a ∈ A,
is the transition function given by the probability that by choosing action a in state s at time t the system will arrive to state s at time t + 1, such that p a (s, s ) = p(s t +1 = s |s t = s, a t = a), and R : S × A × S → R is the reward function, were R a (s, s ) is the immediate reward (or expected immediate reward) received by the agent after it performs the transition to state s from state s. An important property in MDPs is the Markov property which makes the assumption that the state transitions are dependent just on the last state of the system, and are independent of any previous environment states or agent actions, i.e. p(s t +1 = s , r t +1 = r|s t , a t ) for all s , r, s t , and a t . The MDPs theory does not assume that S or A are finite, but the traditional algorithms make this assumption. In general, they can be solved by using linear or dynamic programming. The interested reader is referred to [30] for a more comprehensive discussion about MDPs. Furthermore, in the real-world, the states transitions probabilities T · ( · ; · ) and the rewards R · (· ; ·) are unknown, and the states space S or the actions space A might be continuous. Thus, RL represents a normal extension and generalization over MDPs for such situations, where the tasks are too large or too ill-defined, and can not be solved using optimal-control theory [25] .
Q-learning
First, the Q-learning algorithm [26] is recommended like a standard solution in RL were the rules are often stochastic. This algorithm therefore has a function which calculates the Quality of a state-action combination, define by Q : S × A → R. Before learning has started, Q matrix returns an initial value. Then, each time the agent selects an action, and observes a reward and a new state that both may depend on the previous state and the selected action. The action-value function of a fixed policy with the value function
The value of state-action pairs, Q (s, a), represents the expected outcome when one agent is starting from s, executing a and then following the policy afterwards, such that V (x) = Q (x, (x)), with their corresponding Bellman equation
where the discount factor ∈ [0, 1] trades off the importance of rewards and b = max(a). Thus, the optimal value are obtained for
The value of state-action pairs is given by the same formal expectation value, E , of an expected total return r t , such that Q (s, a) = E (r t |s t = s, a t = a). The off-policy Q-learning algorithm have the update rule define by
where r t +1 is the reward observed after performing a t in s t , and where ˛t(s, a), with all ˛ ∈ [0, 1], is the learning rate which may be the same for all pairs. Q-learning algorithm has problems with big numbers of continuous states and discrete actions. Usually, it needs function approximations, e.g. neural networks, to associate triplets like (state, action, Q-value). Exploration of one MDP can be done under Markov assumption, to take into account just current state and action, but because in the real world we have Partially Observable MDPs, we may have better results if an arbitrary k number of history states and actions (S t−k , a t−k , · · · , S t−1 , a t−1 ) will be considerate [31] , to clearly identify a triplet S t , A t , Q t at time t.
SARSA
An interesting variation for Q-learning is the State-Action-Reward-State-Action (SARSA) algorithm [25] , which aims at using Q-learning as part of a Policy Iteration mechanism. The major difference between SARSA and Q-Learning, is that the maximum reward for the next state in SARSA is not necessarily used for updating the Q-values. Therefore, the core of the SARSA algorithm is a simple value iteration update. The information required for the update is a tuple (s t , a t , r t +1 , s t +1 , a t +1 ), and the update is defined by
where r t +1 is the reward and ˛t(s, a) is the learning rate. In practice, Q-learning and SARSA are the same if we use a greedy policy (i.e. the agent chooses the best action always), but are different when the -greedy policy is used, which favors more random exploration. In traditional reinforcement learning algorithms, only MDPs with finite states and actions are considered. However, building energy consumption can take nearly arbitrary real value resulting in a very large number of states in MDPs. Due to the fact that energy consumption can be seen as a time series problem, an prior discretization of the states space is not very useful. So, we try to find algorithms that work well with large (or continuous) states spaces, as it is shown next.
States estimation via Deep Belief Networks
Deep architectures [27] showed very good results in different applications, such as to perform non-linear dimensionality reduction [32] , images recognition [33] , video sequences, or motion-capture data [34] . A comprehensive analysis on dimensionality reduction and deep architectures can be referred to [35] . Overall, Deep Belief Networks (DBN) could be a way to naturally decompose the problem into sub-problems associated with different levels of abstraction.
Restricted Boltzmann Machines
DBNs are composed of several Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) stacked on top of each other [36] . A RBM is a stochastic recurrent neural network that consists of a layer of visible units, v, and a layer of binary hidden units, h. The total energy of the joint configuration of the visible and hidden units (v, h) is given by:
where i represents the indices of the visible layer, j those of the hidden layer, and w i,j denotes the weight connection between the ith visible and jth hidden unit. Further, v i and h j denote the state of the ith visible and jth hidden unit, respectively, a i and b j represent the biases of the visible and hidden layers. The first term, i,j v i h j W ij represents the energy between the hidden and visible units with their associated weights. The second,
i v i a i represent the energy in the visible layer, while the third term represents the energy in the hidden layer. The RBM defines a joint probability over the hidden and visible layer p(v, h)
where Z is the partition function, obtained by summing the energy of all possible (v, h) configurations, Z = v,h e −E(v,h) . To determine the probability of a data point represented by a state v, the marginal probability is used, summing out the state of the hidden layer, such that p(v) = h p(v, h). The above equation can be used for any given input to calculate the probability of either the visible or the hidden configuration to be activated. This values are further used to perform inference in order to determine the conditional probabilities in the model. To maximize the likelihood of the model, the gradient of the loglikelihood with respect to the weights must to be calculated. The gradient of the first term, after some algebraic manipulations can be written as
However, computing the gradient of the second term is intractable. The inference of the hidden and visible layers in RBM can be done accordingly with the next formulas
where (.) represents the sigmoid function. Moreover, to learn an RBM we can use the following learning rule which performs stochastic steepest ascent in the log probability of the training data [37] :
where · 0 denotes the expectations for the data distribution (p 0 ), and · ∞ denotes the expectations under the model distribution.
Deep Belief Networks
Overall, a Deep Belief Network [27] is given by an arbitrary number of RBMs stack on the top of each other. This yields a combination between a partially directed and partially undirected graphical model. Therein, the joint distribution between visible layer x (input vector) and the l hidden layers h k is define as follows
where P(h k |h k +1 ) is a conditional distribution for the visible units conditioned on the hidden units of the RBM at level k, and P(h l−1 , h l ) is the visible-hidden joint distribution in the top-level RBM. An example of a DBN with 3 hidden layers (i.e. h 1 (j), h 2 (k), and h 3 (l)) is depicted in Fig. 2 . The top level RBM in a DBN acts as a complementary prior from the bottom level directed sigmoid likelihood function. A DBN can be trained in a greedy unsupervised way, by training separately each RBM from it, in a bottom to top fashion, and using the hidden layer as an input layer for the next RBM [38] . Furthermore, the DBN, can be used to project our initial states acquired from the environment to another state space with binary values, by fixing the initial states in the bottom layer of the model, and inferring the top hidden layer from them. In the end, the top hidden layer can be directly incorporated into the SARSA or Q-learning algorithms, as it is described in Algorithm 1. Now that we have considered the problem of state estimation and we incorporated all three sub-problems in a unified approach we look into the experimental validation.
Data set characteristics
The proposed solution is experimentally evaluated using a dataset recorded over seven years, more exactly between January 6, 2007 and January 31, 2014. The loads profiles, including different residential and commercial buildings, are made available by Baltimore Gas and Electric Company [39] . For every type of building analyzed the available historical load data in kWh represent an average building profile per hour. Overall, there are five different buildings profiles, as presented in Table 1 .
For a more comprehensive view of the datasets used in this paper we have shown in Fig. 3 the hourly evolution of the electrical energy consumption for a General Service (G) dataset, including Commercial, Industrial & Lighting, and a residential with nonelectric heat (R) building over different time horizons. Moreover, some general characteristics for the entire dataset are graphically depicting in Fig. 4 . In all experiments the data were separated into the training and testing datasets. More precisely, the data collected from 1st June 2007 until 1st January 2013 (2041 days) were used in the learning phase and the remaining data, between January 2013 and 31 January 2014 (396 days) were used to evaluate the performance of the methods. The metrics used to assess the quality of the different buildings energy consumption prediction are described further.
Metrics for prediction assessment
As we mention earlier, the goal is to achieve good generalization by making accurate prediction for new building energy consumption data. Firstly, some quantitative insight into the dependence of the generalization performance of our approach are evaluated using the root-mean-square error defined by RMSE = (1/N)
where N represents the number of multisteps prediction within a specified time horizon, v i represents the real values for the time-step i and v i represents the model estimated value at the same time-step. Then, by using the Pearson productmoment correlation coefficient (R), insights are given on the degree of linear dependence between the real value and the predicted value. the expected value operator with standard deviations u and v . The correlation coefficient may take on any value within the range [−1,1]. The sign of the correlation coefficient defines the direction of the relationship, either positive or negative. Finally, we perform the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [40] in order to gain insights on statistical significance of our results. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has the advantage of making no assumption about the distribution of data. This elaborate statistical test is not a typically metric used in the analyze of the prediction accuracy, but is imposed by the fact that the learning and the testing procedure is made using different building types. Hence, exceeding the statistical significance level, p < 0.05, would be expected and will validate the different probability distribution function from where this data are provided.
Empirical results
To assess the performance of our extended reinforcement and transfer learning approaches presented in Section 4, we have designed five different scenarios. These are selected to cover various multi-step prediction at different resolution, and are summarized in Table 2 . Further on, before to go in the deep analyses of the numerical results, firstly we present some details of the implementation.
Implementations details
The implementation has been done in two parts. Firstly, a DBN is implemented, and secondly the RL algorithms use the DBN in their implementations for continuous states estimation, as it is shown next.
Continuous states estimations using DBN
We implemented the DBN in MATLAB ® from scratch using the mathematical details described in Section 4. In order to obtain a good prediction we investigate carefully the choice of the optimal number of hidden units in our DBN configuration with respect to the RMSE evolution, see Fig. 5 . Thus, the number of hidden neurons was set to 10 and the learning rate was 10 −3 . The momentum was set to 0.5 and the weight decay to 0.0002. We trained the model for 20 epochs, but as it can be seen in Fig. 5 (right) , the model converged after approximately 4 epochs. More details about the optimal choice of the parameters can be found in [41] .
SARSA and Q-learning
We implemented the SARSA and Q-learning in MATLAB ® using the mathematical details described in Section 3. In both cases the learning rate was set to 0.4 and the discount factor was considerate 0.99. Both parameters have a direct influence on the performance of the both algorithms.
The choice of these parameters was made after a thorough examination of the RMSE outcome, as is shown for example in Fig. 6 . Overall, the learning rate determines to what extent the newly acquired information will override the old information and the discount factor determines the importance of future rewards, for example = 0 will make the agent "opportunistic" by only considering current rewards, while a discount factor approaching 1 will make it strive for a long-term high reward.
Numerical results
In this section, we test and illustrate the two unsupervised learning approaches using the data set described in Section 5. Different scenarios, as summarized in Table 2 , have been created to assess the performance of the proposed models. Fig. 6 . Analyses of RMSE values obtained from different ˛ value in exploration step, for different scenarios. This involve the prediction of G dataset (Commercial, Industrial & Lighting consumption, General Service (< 60 kW)).
Table 3
Using Commercial, General Service (G) (< 60 kW) dataset to predict rezidential energy consumption, such as R, R (ToU), RH and RH (ToU) values using SARSA, Q-learning, SARSA with DBN extension and Q-learning with DBN extension. 
Commercial to residential transfer
In this set of experiments, we use Commercial, Industrial & Lighting data to train the DBN model. Furthermore, we use the trained DBN model to predict four different types of unseen residential building consumption, such as residential with electric heat and without electric heat, and residential electric consumption with TOU pricing, as it is shown in Table 3 and Fig. 7 . The analysis of the different types of residential buildings advances the insight on the generalization capabilities of our proposed method and studies its robustness by testing the behaviour on different probability distributions (see Fig. 4 ).
Residential to residential transfer
During these experiments we learn and transfer one type of residential building energy demand profile to another type of residential building with different characteristics. More exactly, we used to train the learning algorithm (i) A residential building profile without electric heat (R), and (ii) A residential building with electric heat (RH). The prediction results of these two building models can be seen in Tables 4 and 5 .
In Tables 3-5 , the RMSE values show a good agreement between the real values and the model estimated values. In addition, the confidence in our results is formally determined not just by the Table 4 Prediction of residential building with electric heat consumption using data collected from a residential with non-electric heat building. RMSE values, but also by the correlation coefficient and the number of steps predicted into the future. For example, if there is just one step ahead, such as in Scenario 1, then the Pearson correlation coefficient needs to be very close to 1 or −1 in order to consider it statistically significant. However, in the case of Scenarios 3 and 4, where the prediction is made on 168 and 672 future steps, a coefficient close to 0 can still be considered highly significant. More discussions about the robustness of the correlation coefficient can be found in [42] . Still, the inaccuracy was reflected in a negative correlation coefficient in 24% of the experiments when we used the simple form of the SARSA and Q-learning methods. By contrast, our two improved approaches, SARSA with DBN extension and Q-learning with DBN extension, shows a negative correlation in just 4% of the cases. Overall, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in most cases confirms that the data do indeed come from different distributions. This is partially due to the unique characteristics of this dataset, given by the presence of a highly non-linear profile shape and large outlier values, as seen in Fig. 4 . All of these observations, give a strong argument for employing a more comprehensive examination of the distributions used in the transfer learning. Nevertheless, the results presented in Tables 3-5, demonstrate that the energy prediction accuracies in terms of RMSE significantly improve in 91.42% of the cases after using a DBN for automatically computing high-level features from the unlabelled data, as compared to the situation when the counterpart RL methods are used without any DBN extension. Notably, the proposed approach is also suitable when we have access to historical data. In the scope of this argument, the result obtained in first column of Table 3 are expected to be equivalent with the results obtain with any supervised learning methods, such as ANN or SVM like. Nevertheless, the RMSE accuracy obtained using the Q-learning algorithm with the DBN extension for the long-term forecasting of buildings energy consumption (Scenario 5) is greater than 90% in all the experiments than Q-learning without DBN extension. For example, in Table 4 the RMSE is 0.02 if we use Q-learning with DBN versus 0.57 for Q-learning without DBN, yielding to a 96.5% improved RMSE accuracy.
Methods

RMSE
Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, a new paradigm on building energy prediction has been introduced, which does not require historical data from the specific building under scrutiny. In a unified approach, we can successfully learn a building model by including a generalization of the state space domain, then we transfer it across other building. The contribution is twofold. First, we present a Deep Belief Network for automatically feature extraction and second, we extend two standard reinforcement learning algorithms able to perform knowledge transfer between domains (buildings models), namely State-Action-Reward-State-Action (SARSA) algorithm and Q-learning algorithm by incorporating the states estimated with the Deep Belief Network. The novel proposed machine learning methods for energy prediction are evaluated over different time horizons with different time resolutions using real data. Notably, it can be observed that as the prediction horizon is increasing, SARSA and Q-learning extensions by including a DBN for states estimation seem to be more robust and their prediction error is approximately 20 times lower that of their unextended versions. The strength of this method is given by the DBN generalization capabilities over the underlying state space for a new building and the robustnesses to invariance in the states representation. However, a forthcoming deep investigation can be done at different Smart Grid levels in order to help the transition to the future energy system.
